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Rationale for the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education':
The world has faced an unprecedented grim situation (COVID-19) starting from the end of 2019, continuing
in 2020, that has played havoc and has left bitter marks which will be etched on the memory of mankind for
centuries to come.
The repercussions of this pandemic have been felt in all disciplines of life including economy, education,
habits, cultural norms, health care services, etc. so severely that the world finds itself helpless. Institutes
imparting education had to modify and adapt their educational services strategies to cope with the new
challenges after the closure of these institutes for about 6 months in Pakistan. Under the directions of the
Government of Punjab, the Curriculum & Textbook Board of the province decided to initiate an 'Accelerated
Learning Program' to speed up the teaching and learning activities and to make up for the time lapse the
education field has had to face due to (COVID-19).
Journey from ALP to the need-based and time-bound COVID -19 Accelerated Response for Education:
The first step in responding to the challenge of school closure due to COVID 19 was to devise an Accelerated
Learning Programme for grades 1 to 8. It was deemed important to select three major subjects of study vis a
vis English, Mathematics and Science and address all major and important skills and concepts within these
areas of study in the most effective manner. Subsequently, it was the Herculean task to squeeze a nine-month
syllabus of study into a five-month period, keeping in view skills development, conceptual understanding,
horizontal and vertical alignment of the Student Learning Outcomes and a gradual but logical progression of
concepts for all grade levels.
Lesson Plans as a manifestation of the Accelerated Learning Programme:
In the next step, SLOs were aligned with the material and exercises of the textbooks which ultimately
culminated into the development of Lesson Plans. These lesson plans will be shared with you on a rolling
basis. It is expected that these plans will act as a ready resource for teachers to achieve learning outcomes in
an efficient and effective way. Along with the Lesson Plans, it was decided to develop age-appropriate and
engaging worksheets that would benefit students and act as a reservoir for reinforcement of skills and
concepts taught in class. Therefore, subject experts were engaged to undertake the daunting task of
reshaping and reconfiguring the syllabuses for Mathematics, Science and English.
It has been ensured that the lesson plans are aligned with the level of students and the demand of the
Student Learning Outcome. The focus, during this entire exercise, has also been to oversee that classroom
instruction is aligned with the goals and objectives of curriculum. Every effort has been made to help foster
positive attitudes among students towards learning. Yet another purpose of this exercise is to help teachers
create a healthy learning environment in classrooms that is lacking due to the pandemic.
It is a known fact that proper and well thought out lesson planning serves as a checklist that guides teachers
to be systematic in the effective delivery of their lessons. Equipping teachers with a systematic, cohesive and
an organized breakdown of the syllabus and providing them with well-planned lessons is in a bid to help them
be prepared to take on any unforeseen challenges during the process of teaching and learning.
Notwithstanding, lesson plans serve as historical documents of teaching practices whereby teachers have a
point of reference to look back, reorganize and update their lesson for future usage.
Moreover, well thought out lesson plans help teachers to address challenges during lessons and employ
pedagogies that enhance and consolidate learning. Not only this, but a good lesson plan minimizes the
negative effects of learning on students, in case of teacher absence, as a cover teacher can deliver the
lesson using the guidelines elaborated upon in the plan. Just like every good game needs a plan to win,
similarly, every teacher needs a good plan to achieve lesson objectives. Last but not the least lesson
planning prevents the over-reliance on textbooks, as direct and the only material for teaching.
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The newly developed lesson plans are a highly effective, contextualised and easy to use resource that will
serve as a practical tool for public sector teachers. It is hoped that teachers find the lesson plans highly useful,
productive and that they are able to experience visible outcome-oriented learning that is concrete and
enduring. Also, these plans are based on collaborative, interactive, and inquiry-based methodologies and
approaches to make the classroom learning more effective, vibrant and engaging. Based on low cost, no cost
material, these lesson plans can be applied with little effort and gain a lot of benefit for both teachers and
students in terms of learning and conceptual understanding.
The primary focus of the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education' has not only been on developing
lesson plans that address Student Learning Outcomes and allow teachers to help students discover concepts,
it has been ensured that plans are sequentially sub-divided in three major domains:
Ÿ Teaching
Ÿ Assessment
Ÿ Reinforcement
Ÿ To ensure that the plan is executed in the best possible manner and that both teachers and learners get
the most out of the plans, it is suggested that time to each domain is allocated in the following percentage
while delivering them:
Ÿ Teaching 75%
Ÿ Assessment 15%
Ÿ Reinforcement 10%
An emphasis on bolstering concepts and skills through Worksheets:
Further to the above, worksheets have also been prepared to supplement and complement all SLOs
mentioned in the textbook. Like the lesson plans, the worksheets will also be shared with you on a rolling
basis. Each worksheet provides practice and strengthens conceptual clarity. Moreover, these worksheets are
aimed at keeping the students engaged in positive and productive activities while at home.
Gaining the most out of the Worksheets:
As mentioned above, the purpose of the worksheets is to consolidate and clarify concepts, but they can also
be used as:
Ÿ Assessment for learning
Ÿ Additional resource to be used in class
Ÿ Sample activities for teachers to replicate and devise their own worksheets on similar line.
Tips for Teachers:
To optimize these developed lesson plans, it is advisable for teachers to:
Ø go through and comprehend the relevant lesson plan well (Read and understand the text at least
twice)
Ø keep the relevant textbook with you when going through the plan
Ø read and comprehend the relevant chapter
Ø make notes if required
Ø ensure the availability of mentioned resources
Ø highlight the SLO's, progression of activities, stages, transitions, and key points
Ø visualize your actual classroom, space, seating plan and challenges
Ø foresee the organization of group, pair or individual work
Ø play the role of facilitator, leader and manager
Ø try your best to execute the lesson plan in its true spirit
Ø ensure proper time management
Ø adapt activity, if it is unavoidable
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Ø Use teacher's discretion in implementation of the lesson i.e if you feel that a concept needs more

time, you may extend the lesson to the next period
Ø Wrap up the lesson with good spirit leaving a positive message.

Components of Lesson Plans:
Common elements in plans for lessons or units of study are a title/topic/problem, identification of Student
Learning Outcomes (SLOs), a sequence of learning activities including introductory, developmental and
concluding activities, a list of materials to be used and assessment strategies.
Choosing the Topic:. You can choose a topic from the textbook, a skill such as information gathering, a value
such as peace, a current affair topic or an area of special concern such as the environment.
Identifying Student learning Outcomes (SLOs) from the Curriculum. The national curriculum has identified
the Student Learning Outcomes to be achieved for each topic (if you do not have access to the National
Curriculum document for the subject you are teaching you could develop SLOs yourself). Identifying the
Student Learning Outcomes helps you to clarify the knowledge, skills and attitudes/values to be developed.
Choose only one to three SLOs to develop your lesson (many more for a unit plan).
Development: Learning Activities:
Introductory Activities:
Introductory activities are designed to introduce the topic, a sub-topic or to establish connection with the
previous lesson. They are designed to build readiness, create interest, raise questions and explore what
children already know about the topic, recall relevant information, motivate students and focus their
attention on the topic/theme/problem to be studied. Introductory activities can include and arrangement of
pictures and other times that stimulate interest and questions. It may be based on the teacher posing
questions, stating a problem or a dilemma, reading a poem or story, or inviting a guest speaker.
Developmental Activities:
Developmental activities should grow out of the introductory activities. There should be smooth transitions
between the activities to provide a smooth learning sequence. These activities are designed to realize the
Student Learning Outcomes. They introduce new concepts, skills and values or build on past learning and
should be linked with each other. They should flow from data gathering or intake activities to data organizing
activities, to demonstrative or applicative activities, and move on to creative and expressive activities. Data
gathering or intake activities provide the needed input to handle questions and hypotheses. Organizing
activities helps structure and summarize information. Applicative or demonstrative activities extend
learning and develop the ability to use concepts and skills. Creative and expressive activities enrich learning
and develop the ability to improvise and apply learning in original ways.
Concluding Activities:
Concluding activities are activities that serve to consolidate, summarize, or facilitate students' application of
knowledge and skills to a new situation. They are generally related to the main idea of the lesson.
Material Resources:
A key part of planning is to ensure the resources required to impart the lesson effectively. Resources are
planned, identified, developed, or adapted for both teachers and students
Assessment of Learning: Assessment strategies tell us how well or to what extent the student learning
outcomes have been achieved. Assessment of learning is important in all phases of the lesson/unit from
introduction to conclusion. A variety of tools can be used to assess the realization of the chosen Learning
Outcomes. Some of these will be prepared as part of the learning activities, for example, the drawing and
labelling of a map, the checklist for evaluating a discussion, the final written report. Other tools such as tests
can be prepared ahead of time as well.
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Assessment/Evaluation:
This section focuses on ensuring that your students have arrived at their intended destination. Teachers need
to gather some evidence that they did.
A teacher, at this stage, should ask herself/himself:
Ÿ 'How will I evaluate Student Learning Outcomes that were identified?'
Ÿ 'What mode of assessment will give me the most accurate and clear picture of my students' learning
and progress?
Ÿ 'What gaps have I identified in learning that need to be rethought, and reassessed?'
Ÿ 'How can I make my assessment of students reliable and valid?'

VI
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LESSON 1

UNIT

1

Place Value

kÛnÎ oÚ^ÏÚ

Numbers

40 Minutes/1 Period

Students’ Learning Outcomes
·

Recognize the place value of a 3-digit
number.

·

Identify the place value of specific digit in a
3-digit number.

X Ã™|
# ÙÅ7ò £ÅŠ°ÏyX3 0
X Ã™|
# ÙÅ7ò £ÅŠ°m{q
- Z~Š°Ïy X3 0

Information for Teachers
· A number with 3-digits is known as a 3-digit
number.

Xì @*BŠ°Ïy- 3VƒÐy3~TŠ°q
-Z 0

· A 3-digit number has 3 place values i.e.

X { %gzZ ð ;Š Ô ð» ZªCƒ©ò £&~Š°Ïy - 3 0

Ones, tens and hundreds.

Material / Resources

^g eÑZz7ò £ÅÎÔ *
Û w!*Ô[ÂÏgŠÔ™g â /ueÔeg1

Board, chalk/marker, textbook, abacus, place
value chart of 100
Introduction
·

Tell the students 1 more than 99 is 100.

·

We read it as one Hundred.

·

99 is a 2 - digit number.

·

100 is the smallest 3-digit number.

·

It has 3 place values i.e Ones, Tens and

Xì @*¯100{Š c*iq
- ZÐ99ž CÃ¥ 0
X _7, (100)Îq
- ZÐZë 0
XìŠ°Ïy2q
- Z (99)} â ' 0
XìŠ°Ïy3 N*
gÐLg (100)Î 0
X { %gzZÔð;ŠÔ ð» ZªCƒ©ò £&ÅkZ 0

Hundreds

1
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X ,™VZ m, zW^g e»7ò £» 100t ‚Æ¥~k¯ 0

Hang the place value chart for number 100 in
front of class.
1

0

Hundreds Place

7Å} %

0

Tens place

7Åð;Š

Ones Place

7Åð» Z

Ð+
$ Y ZŠÃ^g eÆ 7 ò £ëž,™s
# ŸzÃ¥ 0
ž ª  D Y _(, +
$ Y !*gzZ  D™ qzÑ r
{ %Ôð;ŠÔð» Z

· Explain the students that we start writing the
place value from right hand side and moves
to the left i.e. Ones, Tens, Hundreds.

Development
1

Activity 1
·

1

Show your class an abacus and inform
the students that we are going to see the
number 100 on abacus.

Ã 100 ëž

C ¹QgzZOg *
Û w!*t ‚Æ¥ 0
X ìg Y

Š6, *
Û w!*

{% ð;Š ð» Z
H
1

T
0

O
0

· Call one student and ask him to put one

cuq
- Z~ c sÅ} %ÐZgzZ š ÃD¨
( ¤q
-Z 0

red bead in hundreds rod.
· Tell the students that there is no bead in

X }Ã% Z e àÍ
Xì 7àÍðÃ~c sÅð;ŠgzZ ð» Zž CÃ¥ 0

·
·
·
·

ones and tens rod.
There is one bead in the hundreds rod.
It shows 1 hundred, 0 tens and 0 Ones.
It makes the number hundred (100).
Tell the students that similarly we can

Xì àÍq
- Z~c sÅ} % 0
Xì @*
™C
Ù ªÃð» Z 0gzZÔ ð;Š 0Ô { %1t 0
X D ¯(100)ÎŠ°t 0
X M
h ™C
Ù ª6, *
Û w!*Ã 110 b§ÏZ ëž

show 110 on abacus.

{% ð;Š ð» Z
H
1

T
1

2

O
0

C Ã¥ 0
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š ÃD¨
( ¤q
-Z 0

· Call one student and ask him to put one
bead in hundreds and Tens rod.

~ c sÅ ð;ŠgzZ} %ÐZgzZ

· Ask students that 1 hunderd, 1 Tens and
0 ones makes which number? (110)

D ¯ Š° H ð» Z 0 gzZ Ô ð;Š 1 Ô { %1 â7 Ð¥ 0

X }Ã% Z e àÍq
- Zq
-Z
(110) ?

· Repeat this activity with different
numbers and encourage the students.

X ,™ðZ ‚
Û Z,jÅ¥gzZ

ZC
Ù ŠB÷Š Z°ZZò¤
/u¸ 0

Activity 2

2

·

Write any 3-digits number on the board.

·

1
Ask the students how many digits it has?
(3)

·

Ask them can they tell the place value of
digit 4? (Ones)

·

Explain the students that to identify the
place value of a specific digit we take
help from the place value chart.

·

KŠ°Ïy3‚ ðÃ6, eg1 0
0

4
(3) ?ÐyÄ~kZ : â7Ð¥

0

H7 ò£ Å 4 ž  M
h C {z Hž â7 Ð yZ 0
( ð» Z ) ?ì
Š°m{ Ë~Š°Ïy 3 ÅËëž, ™s
# ŸzÃ¥ 0
Ð^g eÆ7ò £aÆ|
# ÙÅ7ò £Å
X f
e Šæ

Like if we put 104 in the place value
chart.

,™ `gŠ~^g eÆ7ò £ë¤
/ ZÃ 104ž 6 0

{% ð;Š ð» Z
H
1

T
0

U
4

D™ qzÑ 7, Ð +
$Y

!*ÃŠ°Ïy 3 ÌËë 0
X
Xì @*
™C
Ù ªÃ7Å ð» Z yªÐ+
$ Y ZŠ 0

·

We start reading any-3 digits number
from left hand side .

·

The first digit from right represent ones.

·

The second digit from right represent
tens.

Xì @*
™C
Ù ªÃ7Åð;ŠyZuzŠÐ+
$Y

ZŠ 0

The third digit from right represent
hundreds.

Xì @*
™C
Ù ªÃ7Å } %yZŠÐ+
$Y

ZŠ 0

·
·

So the place value of digit 4 in number 1
0 4 is Ones.

·

Write different 3-digits numbers on the
board and ask the students place value
of any specific digit.

Xì ð» Z7ò £Å 4~1 0 4 Š°: 0
ÅÐy mº Ð¥gzZ KŠ Z°Z Ïy3Z6, eg1 0
X ,™Äc*gŠ7ò £

3
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6

1

5

5

0

3

4

1

0

Sum up / Conclusion
·

3-digits number has following place values
Ones ,Tens and Hundreds.

X { %Ô ð;ŠÔ ð» Z : ì CƒV-¼7ò £ÅŠ Z°ZÏy3 0
Æ7ò £ÃŠ°kS Ô7ÅŠ° mº ~Š°Ïy3Ëë 0

· We can identify the place value of a specific
digit in any 3-digit number by putting it in
place value chart.

X M
h CÆ™ `gŠ~^g e

Assessment
·

Make pictures of abacus on the board and ask
the students to write the 3-digit number with
the help of beads, shown on abacus.

{ % ð; Š
H

·

T

ð» Z
U

ÃVCÍ6, *
Û w!*{zž}Ð¥gzZ ¯k
Û w!*6, eg1 0
, z£Å*
X KŠ°Ïy 3ñƒÙ Š

{ % ð; Š
H

Write the place value of Shaded number.

T

{ % ð; Š

ð» Z
U

H

8

7

9

4

3

0

2

4

6

T

ð» Z
U

X K7ò £ÅÐyVc* 0

Follow up
·

What is the place value of digit 1 in 1000?

?

· Put 1000 in place value chart.

C7ò £Å 1~1000 0

X ÑÆ™ `gŠ~^g eÆ7ò £Ã 1000 0
Ãä™i]ÑZÎ‰ ØŠ ~ [Â ÏgŠ Ð Y C 0

· Ask the students to solve the questions given
in their textbook.

X}
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LESSON 2

UNIT

1

Counting in Tens & Hundreds

ojß+ oÒ ç‰ …æ] 

Numbers

40 Minutes/Periods 1

Students’ Learning Outcomes
Ÿ

Count and write in 10s (e.g 10, 20, 30……..)

Ÿ

Count and write in 100s (e.g 100,
200…300)

( 10,20,30......... }) rgzZ 7, 2
Ì ÅkŠ 0
( 100,200,300........ }) rgzZ 7, 2
Ì ÅÎ 0

Information for Teachers
Ÿ

Counting in 10s is 10, 20, 30, 40, 50………..

Ÿ

Counting in 100s is 100, 200, 300, 400……..

Ÿ

In counting in Tens we just change the digit at
tens place.

Ÿ

In counting in 100s change the digit at
hundreds place.

Xì CƒV- 10,20,30,40,50.......... 2
Ì ÅkŠ 0
Xì CƒV- 100,200,300,400,500......... 2
Ì ÅÎ 0

Xì @*7, **
™spy» ð;Š…~2
Ì ÅkŠ 0
Xì @*7, **
™spy»} %~2
Ì ÅÎ 0

Material / Resources
Board, marker/chalk, textbook.

{)z[ÂÏgŠÔ™g â &ueÔeg1

Introduction
Ÿ Write on the board:

, eg1
: K6

Ÿ 2, 4, 6, 8, 10………..

2,4,6,8,10........

Ÿ Ask the students what kind of arrangement is
it? (counting in 2)
Ÿ

Write on the board:

Ÿ

5, 10, 15, 20………..

0

(2
Ì ÅzŠ ) ?ì K
M F, Ån¾tžâ7Ð¥ 0
:K6, eg1 0
5,10,15,20.........

5
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Ÿ

Ask them what kind of arrangement is it?
(counting in five).

Ÿ

Now write on the board:

Ÿ

10, 20, 30, 40………

Ÿ

Tell them that this is known as counting in
Tens.

Ÿ

Write on the board:

Ÿ

100, 200, 300, 400………..

M F, Ån¾tžâ7ÐyS 0
(2
Ì Å õ0*) ?ì K
: K6, eg1[Z 0
10,20,30,40.......

Xì CB2
Ì ÅkŠtž

: K6, eg1 0
100,200,300,400......

Ÿ This is counting in hundreds.
Ÿ

CÃ¥ 0

Tell them that today we will learn more
about counting in 10s and100s.

Xì 2
Ì Å 100tž

CÃ¥ 0

+'
h
× ~}g !*Æ2
Ì Å 100 gzZ 2
Ì Å10 ë ` Wž

C ¹Z 0

XÐZ
Development
1

Activity 1

1

Write on the board counting from 1to10

1

2

3

4

X K2
Ì J
- 10Ð16, eg1

5

6

30

40

9

10
X D ™

Tell the students that if we put zero after
in counting from 1to10 we will get
counting in Tens.

20

8

{@x9z H~ 2
Ì ÅJ
- 10Ð1 žâ7 Ð¥ 0

Ask the students that how much gap you
observe in counting from 1 to 10?

10

7

#ª{k
, iÐWÆ2
Ì ÅJ
- 1-10 ë¤
/ Zž

CÃ¥ 0

X ÏƒÝq 2
Ì Å 10…Â YD Î

50

60

Tell the students that in counting of Tens
we move 10 steps forward and in
counting of hundreds we move 100
steps forward.

70

80

90 100

_(, +
$ Y ÅÐWxŠkŠ ë~ 2
Ì ÅkŠž

CÃ¥ 0

X _(, +
$ YÅÐWxŠ100ë~2
Ì ÅÎgzZ
:K6, eg1 0

Write on the board

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

6
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Sum up / Conclusion
Counting in 10s is ten steps forward.

Xì CƒÅ+
$ YÅÐWxŠkŠ 2
Ì ÅkŠ 0

Counting in 100s is hundred steps forward.

Xì CƒÅ+
$ YÅÐWxŠÎ2
Ì ÅÎ 0

Assessment

Fill the boxes by counting n 10s.

%Nä{à{Ð2
X ,™æF
Ì ÅkŠgzZK6, Vk»KZ {zž}Ð¥

57
76

%NÐ2
X ,™æF
Ì ÅÎÃVâ {à {

Fill in the boxes by counting in 100s.

742
295

Follow up
Write counting in hundreds from 100 to 1000.

X K2
Ì ÅÎJ
- 1000 Ð100 0

Ask the students to solve the questions given
in their textbook.

Ãä™i]ÑZÎ‰ ØŠ ~ [Â ÏgŠ Ð Y C 0
X}

7
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LESSON 3

UNIT

1

Comparison of Numbers

äÞ‡]çÚ ^Ò ]‚Â]V

40 Minutes/Periods 1

Numbers

Students’ Learning Outcomes

._Æ ( { %Ôð;ŠÔð» Z) :i Zñ » Š Z°Z Ïy 3c*2 0

Compare 2 or 3-digit numbers (hundred
tens and ones).

X Ã™

Information for Teachers
When we compare any two 2-digit numbers,
first we compare digits at Tens place and than
digits at Ones place.

ð;Š ÅkZë¬ÂD™:i Zñ»Š Z°ZÏy-é2ÐðÃëZ
# 0

When we compare any two 3-digit numbers,
first we compare digits at Hundreds place
than digits at Tens place and than digits at
Ones place.

} %ÆyZ¬… Â D™:i Zñ»Š Z°Z Ïy -3 ëZ
# 0

X D™:i Zñ»VÎyáZzð» Z~ˆgzZ »VÎyáZz
áZz ð» Z ~ ˆ gzZ » VÎy áZz ð;Š Q » VÎy áZz
X D™:i Zñ»VÎy

Material / Resources
Board, chalk/marker, textbook, chart.

[ÂÏgŠÔ^g e™g â /ueÔeg1

Introduction

gzZ  9zg 10 ~B; q
- Z}÷¤
/ Zžâ7 Ð¥ 0

Ask students if I have 10 rupees in one hand
and 15 rupees in the other hand which
amount is greater?

?ì {Š c*i7 Ã~yZ Â9zg 15~B; }uzŠ
X ,™ðZ ‚
Û Z,jÅyZgzZ,™wßz]!*ZŽÆyZ 0

Take their response and encourage them.

Æ7ò £ÆyZ:i Zñ»Š Z°ZzŠÐðÃëZ
# ž

Tell them that we compare any two numbers
with the help of its place value chart.

CÃyZ 0

X D™ÐŠæÅ^g e

8
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X D™qzÑÐ+
$Y

For comparison we start from left hand side.
But in place value table we write from right
hand side.

!*ëaÆäi Zñ 0

X ˜Ð+
$ Y ZŠë~^g eÆ7ò £p 0
4£À]**
XÐ èG
™:i Zñ»Š Z°ZÏy3gzZÏy2ë` W 0

Today we will learn how to compare 2-digit
and 3-digit numbers.

Development
1

Activity 1

1

X ,™s
# ŸzÃ¥gzZ

Draw a place value table on the board
and explain the students.

T

ð; Š
1

O

T

ð» Z

ð; Š
1

0

In a 2-digit number we have two place
values to be compared that is Tens and
Ones.

¯^g e»7ò £6, eg1

O

ð» Z
5

:i Zñ Cƒ 7 ò £ zŠ k0*}g ø ~ Š° Ïy 2 0
ð» ZgzZ ð;Š ªaÆä™

Tens are greater than Ones.

X Cƒ~(, Ð ð» ZÔð;Š 0

So, first we compare Tens and than
Ones.

» VÇ» Z~ˆgzZD™:i Zñ»VÇ;Šë¬n kZ 0
$ Y Å ð» Z ëƒ6q
+
- Zy» ð;Š k0*}g ø ¤
/Z 0

If we have same digit at Tens place we
move to the Ones and compare its
digits.

X D™:i Zñ»VÎyÆkZgzZD Y| (,
:ì '
, Z'
, y ~ äW~Ý»Æð;Š~ 15gzZ 10 0

In 10 and 15 we have same digits at Tens
place so we get no idea which number is
greater.

Xì Z (, Š°‚yÃž M
h Î7{ i Z0
+ZÐŠæÅkZë
X _(, +
$ YÅ7Åð» ZëakZ 0

So we move to digit at Ones place.

Xì N*
gÐõ0*#žÙ Šë 0

We see that 0 is less than 5.

Xì Z (, ÐkŠÔ {gG: 0

Hence 15 is greater than 10.

9
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Activity 2

2

Write on the board 100, 200, 300, 400
and 500?

X K 500gzZ 100,200,300,400 6, eg1 0

Ask the Students which number is
greater out of these?

?ì Z (, Š°‚yÃÐ~ySžâ7Ð¥ 0
X ,™wßz]!*ZŽÆyZ 0

Take their feed back.
Ask the student to observe the
Hundreds column.

H

{%

¯6, eg1^g e»7ò £ 0

X

Make a place value chart on the board.

X ,™{@x»Ý»Æ} %{zž}Ð¥ 0

T

ð; Š

O

ð» Z

1

0

0

2

0

0

3

0

0

4

0

0

5

0

0

Now call any student and ask him which
number is the greatest? (500)

& Š° ‚yÃžâ7 Ð kZgzZ
ƒ

š ÃD¨
( ¤Ë 0
(500)Xì Z (
,Ð

Activity 3

3

Tell the students that comparison of any
3-digit number is just like the
comparison of 2-digit number.

ÅŠ Z°Z Ïy -2Ç!*
:i Zñ»Š Z°Z Ïy -3 ž C Ã¥ 0

In 3-digit numbers first we compare
hundreds than tens and at the end ones.

»} %¬ Ð ƒ
& ë~ Š° Ïy -3 0

Xì @*YH b§
X » ð» Z~y
%WgzZ » ð;ŠˆnZD™:i Zñ

Draw the following chart on the board.

X
Different

237

239
Same

10
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Tell them that in 237 and 239 the
hundreds place is the same, so we check
Tens place, Its same again.

7 ò £ Å} %~239gzZ 237 ž C ¹Z 0
ì'
, Z'
, ÌtÐ,™:i Zñ»ð;Š ëa kZì '
, Z'
,

Now check ones place, it is different.

X ZtÐ,™:i Zñ» ð» Z ë[ZakZ 0

Which number is grater out of 7 and (9)?

(9)?ì Z (
, yKÃÐ~9gzZ 7

Hence 239 is greatest.

0

Xì Z (, Ðƒ
& 239 : 0

Sum up / Conclusion
In 2-digit numbers first we compare Tens and
than Ones.
In 3-digit numbers first we compare Hundreds
than Tens and at the end Ones.

X » ð» ZQgzZ D™:i Zñ » ð;Š ë¬ ~Š Z°Z Ïy -2 0
gzZ » ð;ŠQ  D™:i Zñ» }%ë¬ ~Š Z°Z Ïy-3 0
X » ð» Z~y
%W

Assessment
Compare the following numbers.

21,34

X ,™:i Zñ»Š Z°Zsfzgq 0

37,46
35,231

231,230
534,853

Follow up
Which number is grater out of 400 and 500
and why?

?VYgzZì Z (, Š°‚yÃÐ~500gzZ 400 0

Ask the students to solve the questions given
in their textbook.

11
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LESSON 4

UNIT

1

Ascending & Descending Oder
XXpçÃ‘ …æ] oÖæˆÞ gni†iZZ
40 Minutes/Periods 1

Numbers

Students’ Learning Outcomes
Ÿ

" F, gzZ à z4, ïE
" F, ÃŠ Z°ZJ
3G
3G
X r~~ŠùïE
- 999 0
LG
LG
G
" F, 0
3" F, gzZ ~Šù ïE
3G
M F, Å Š Z°Z ~ à z4, ïE
LG
LG
™yTÅ K

Identify numbers given in ascending or
descending orders.

XÃ

Information for Teachers
Ascending order means the arrangement of
members from smallest to greatest.
Descending order means the arrangement of
numbers from greatest to smallest.
With the help of the concept of comparison
we arrange numbers in ascending or
descending orders.

" F, 0
s§ÅŠ°} (, Ð Š° Lgì È » ~Šù ïE
LG3G
XK
M F, ˆè
" F, 0
ès§ÅŠ°LgÐŠ°} (, ì È » à z4, ïE
LG3G
XK
M F, ˆ
" F, ÃŠ Z°Z ëÐ Šæ Åg¦Æ äi ZñÆ Š Z°Z 0
c*à z4, ïE
LG3G
" F,
X ˜~~ŠùïE
LG3G

Material / Resources
Board, Chalk/marker, Textbook.

{)z[ÂÏgŠÔ™g â &ueÔeg1

Introduction
Tell the students, that sometimes backward
counting is very useful for the identification
of numbers.

CƒÆ¹ c yT ÅŠ Z°Z 2
Ì yQ ]‡zZ ‰ž

Specially when we are moving towards a

ÂVƒìg™^s§Åx £ m{ ËëZ
# ™| (, Ð kZgzZ 0

C Ã¥ 0
Xì
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" F, gzZ à z4, ïE
" F,
Xì CƒëZ¹~ŠùïE
LG3G
LG3G

destination ascending order and descending
order are very important.
Tell them that in descending order we move
from greatest number to smallest number
and in ascending order we move from
smallest numbers to greatest numbers.
Tell them that we can use the word moving
forward instead of ascending order and
moving backward instead of descending
order.

" F,ž
˜ s§ÅŠ°LgÐ} (, ë~à z4, ïE
LG3G

CÃ¥ 0
" F, ²
X ˜s§ÅŠ°} (, ÐLg~~ŠùïE
LG3G

" F, {zž
M F, gzZ K
K
M F, ðƒ f(, (Å ~Šù ïE
LG3G

C Ã¥ 0

X M
h ™wEZÂ»K
M F, ðƒCƒÁ(Åà z4,
6, gîÆwV 0

For example

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

" F, t 0
Xì CB~ŠùïE
LG3G

This arrangement is ascending order.

10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1

10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1

Xì CBà z4, K
M F, t 0

This arrangement is descending order.

Development
1

Activity 1
Draw square boxes on the floor of
classroom with the help of chalk and
write numbers from 91-100 in them.

91

92

93

94

gzZ Ð Šæ Å ue

¯ wDZ ¹% 6, l
Û Æ k¯ 0
X K~yS Š Z°ZJ
- 91-100

95

96

97

98

99

100

~ì Zƒ– 916, T" ek Q{zž}ÐW¤q
-Z 0

Ask one student to stand in the box
having number 91 and moves forward
to the box having number 100.
Call another student and ask him to
stand in the box with number 100 and
move backward to 91.
Ask the students where he was and
where he has reached now?
Now explain the students that moving
from 91to 100 is ascending order.
Whereas, moving from 100-91 is
descending order.

XãJ
- 100™^+
$ YÅÐ M gzZ ñYƒZ9
ƒZ9~" eáZz100{zž}ÐW¤}uzŠ[Z 0
X ñYV~"eÆ91™^gzZ ñY
?ì [VV¹[ZgzZ åV¹{zžâ7Ð¥ 0
" F, **WJ
ïE
- 100 Ð91 ž ,™s
# Ÿz Ã¥[Z 0
LG3G
" F, **YJ
Xì à z4, ïE
- 91Ð100²ì ~Šù
LG3G
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Write on the board.

100

99

X K,6eg1 0

98

97

96

95

94

93

92

91

Activity 2

2

Write the following numbers on the
board.

X K6, eg1p ÖZsf `gŠ 0
426, 425, 429, 427, 428

426, 425, 429, 427, 428
Tell the students that we are going to
arrange these numbers in ascending
order.

ìg Y™ ~ ~ŠùK
M F, ÃŠ Z°Z yS ëž

In ascending we arrange numbers from
smallest to greatest.

˜+
$ Y Å} (, Ð LgÃŠ Z°Z ë~ ~ŠùK
M F, 0

C Ã¥ 0
X

X

429
428
427
426
425
_(, +
$ YÅ6, zZ c*ÐWëZ
# ž,™s
# ŸzÃ¥ 0
" F, t
Xì CB~ŠùïE
LG3G

Ask students to start writing numbers
from downward direction to the upward
directions. i.e
425

426

427

428

429

Write the following numbers on the
board.
936

935

X K6, eg1p ÖZsf `gŠ 0
934

14

933

932
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Demonstrate the students that
arrangement of numbers from greatest
to smallest is called Descending order.

Š Z°Z } (, K
M F, ÅŠ Z°Zž ,™{C
Ù bit ‚Æ¥ 0
Xì CBà z4, K
M F, +
$ YÅŠ Z°Z LgÐ

936
935
934
933
932

" F, Ã Y $ Y Å ú ž ,™ s
à z4, ïE
# Ÿz Ã¥ 0
LG3G

Explain the students that moving
backward it is known as descending
order.

X ë

Activity 3

3

Draw the following on the board.

X ¯ 6, eg1Ãsf `gŠ 0

112
325

728

615

819

731

911
635

820
671

235

435

Ask the students to arrange the
numbers in ascending order in their
notebooks.

Vk» KZ ~~ŠùK
MF, ÃŠ Z°ZyZ {zž}Ð¥ 0
XK ~

Observe their work and guide them.

X ,™ðÉgÅyQgzZ ,™{@x»x »ÆyQ 0
113

237
219

875

311

131
313

757

M F, ~ à z4, K
K
M F, ÃŠ Z°Z‰ Šž}Ð¥ 0
X ,Š

Ask the students to arrange the
numbers in descending order.
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Sum up / Conclusion
Arranging from smallest to greatest numbers
is called ascending order. For example
counting from 1to10 (1, 2, 3……... 10)
Counting from greatest to smallest numbers
is known as descending order for example
counting from 10 to1 (10, 9, 8……...1)

@*Y ¹ ~ŠùK
M F, ÃK
M F, +
$ Y ÅŠ Z°Z} (, Ð Š Z°Z Lg 0
(1,2,3,..........10) J
- 10Ð16, gîÆwVXì

@*Y ¹ à z4, K
M F, ÃK
M F, +
$ Y ÅŠ Z°Z LgÐ Š Z°Z } (, 0
(10,9,8,.............1)Š Z°ZJ
- 1Ð106, gîÆwVXì

Assessment

Write the missing numbers in the following
ascending order.

X < å~ŠùK
M F, ™ÉŠ Z°Z, V
6 »à { 0
110,111,__,__,114,__,116__,118 __,120

110, 111 __,__ 114 __ , 116, __ , 118,__,120
Arrange the following numbers in descending
order.

X K~à z4, K
M F, ÃŠ Z°Zsf `gŠ 0

535, 853, 476, 789, 355

Follow up

?ì @*Y¹ HÃK
M F, ÅnkZ Â_(, +
$ YÅ6, zZëZ
# 0

When we go upstairs what kind of order is it?
When we come downstairs what kind of order
is it?
Ask the students to solve the questions given
in their textbook.
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LESSON 1

UNIT

2

Addition of two digit
numbers with carry

Number Operations

o‰‚ßa æ 1‰ ‚Ú oÒ Ø‘^u ^e ÄÛq
ÄÛq oÒ ]‚Â]

40 Minutes/Periods 1

Students’ Learning Outcomes

X Ã™ÐŠæÅÝq !*¦Ô¦ÅŠ Z°ZÏyzŠ 0

Ÿ Add 2-digit numbers with carry

™ ¦Š Z°Z Ïy zŠ )g fÆ Ýq !*¦~ ] ç {%izg 0
XÃ

Information for Teachers

Ÿ

Adding 2-digit numbers is just like adding 1digit numbers first add units then tens.

¬**
™ ¦ÃŠ Z°Z Ïyq
- Z‰ì ¿„ (Z **
™ ¦ÃŠ Z°Z ÏyzŠ 0

Ÿ

To add 2-digit numbers addition process goes
more than once.

@*7, **
™¿» ¦û%{Š c*iÐ q
- Z nÆä™ ¦ÃŠ Z°Z ÏyzŠ 0

Ÿ

Question should be written vertically in
column headings from left to right.

V×;ŠQ,™ ¦V×» Z
Xì
X K ZŠÐ

!*~ª
( q~ŠÀ~]gßÅÝ»Ã ¶g 0

Ÿ

Units, tens and hundreds should be
mentioned along with writing any question.

Ÿ

Sign of addition + shouldn't be written under
any column heading.

X K™?
Ø ÐV>»yK» ¦ 0

Ÿ While teaching the lesson, consult textbook

Ð [ÂÏgŠÔƒ]gz¢Z
# gzZV˜yZgzŠÆög D
+Å$ 0

where and when applicable.

X

Y‘gz¢} %gzZV×;ŠV×» Z ñƒ˜ÃwZÎC
Ù 0

X ,™qŽg

Material / Resources
Sticks, counting frame and beads of two colors,
paper strips

17
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Introduction
Ÿ Ask the students; if your father gives you Rs.5
and then your mother also gives you Rs.5.
How much money will you have?
Ÿ Ask some more questions where addition of
one digit numbers is required

Ì{ZzgzZA 9zg 5Ð s§ÅZz7Z¤
/ Zžâ7 Ð¥ 0
?Ð

Yƒb ÄÀk0*ÆyZ ÂÔ}Š9zg õ0*5 ÃyZ

]ÑZÎh
+'
× 0Ð ¦ Å Š Z°Z Ïy q
- Z Ð V” b§ ÏZ 0
X ,™
X ,™ðZ ‚
Û Z,jÅV”nÆ1ÐŠæÅVèZ 0

Ÿ Encourage them to count on their fingers.
Ÿ Ask them ; if you have Rs.27 and you getRs.52
more, can you count on your fingers to add
the numbers?

ïgzZ9zg 52 gzZ  9zg 27 k0*Æ \W¤
/ Z â7 Ð¥ 0
?M
h ™ ¦6, VèZ7Z\WH Â Y
?K6, eg1Ã]!*ZŽÆyZ 0

Ÿ Note their responses on the board
Development
Activity 1

Ÿ

Ask students to sit in the groups and tell
the story:

Ÿ

Sara made 2 necklaces with beads

Ÿ

One necklace has 36 beads and the
second necklace has 25 beads. How
many beads did she use in all?

Ÿ

ž

Then ask them to add loose sticks in
loose sticks.

Ÿ

Remind them that ten loose sticks will
be tied up to make a bundle.

‹ã¹gzZ}Ãá~]gßÅ\z¤
/Ã¥
X ñ¯g ; 2 ÆVZñä{g ‚ 0

X Cñ25~}uzŠ²Cñ36~g ;q
-Z 0
wEZ CñÄ ÀnÆä¯ g ; VâzŠ ä {g ‚

C
?G

Å\â ÃVZñgzZ ,™i~ \z¤
/ { zž}Ð¥ 0

Ask students in groups to use match
sticks to represent beads.

Ÿ

Ÿ

1

X ,™C
Ù ªÐVå
X ,™ ¦~Vå?ÃVå?ž}Ð¥ 0
„Æ yZgzZ B™ ‰ZÃVåkŠ ÔkŠž }Ð¥ 0
X B¯
BÉnÆÝ» ð» Z7ZgzZB™{eÃVåð» Z† 0

Count remaining loose sticks and write
under the units.
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Ÿ

Now combine bundles together write
under the heading of tens
36

Ÿ

Give more questions to the students to
solve like, 75+17, 67+25 etc.

+25

X KnÆÝ»áZzð;ŠgzZGÃV÷x Ó 0
36
36
+25 +25
61
1
X‰,Š nÆä™i]ÑZÎh
+'
× Ã¥ 0
75+17, 67+25 etc.

Activity 2

2

XÐg „~Vƒz¤
/¥ 0

Ÿ

Students will remain in groups

Ÿ

Give an addition question (2-digit into 2digit) along with a counting frame to
students in group e.g. 45+76.

,ŠB‚Æ*
Û w!*wZÎq
- Z » ¦ÅŠ Z°Z Ïy zŠÃ¥ 0

Ask students to represent 45 on
counting frame by putting five beads in
unit string and four beads in tens.

Cñ4~Ý»áZzð;Š~*
Û w!*Ã 45ž}Ð¥ 0

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ask them to clip each string.

Ÿ

Represent 76 on counting frame by
putting six beads in the unit's string
7 beads in tens.

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

X 45+76}
X ,™C
Ù ªÐCñ5~Ý»áZzð» ZgzZ
X

ð» ZgzZ Cñ 7 ~ Ý»áZz ð;Š~ *
Û w!*ÌÃ 76 0
X ,™C
Ù ªÐCñh
+'
× 6~Ý»áZz
V×» Z gzZ ,Š g @*Q =Ð g @*à Zz ð» Zž }Ð yZ 0

Ask them to remove clip from unit's
string, count the units and when they
reach ten remove them from units and
replace with one bead in ten's string.

XG
ÃVZñkŠyZ Â Yƒ{Š c*iÐkŠ Cñ~g @*à Zzð» Z 0
+'
h
× Cñq
- Z~g @*à Zz ð;Š(ÅkZgzZ,Š wïÐg @*

Count the beads in the unit string
write in notebook.

X ,ŠwZ e

Combine beads in ten's string and count
them.

H

T

{ % ð; Š

Î=6, g @*
Ù ž}ÐyZ 0
C

X BÉ~8 »gzZBÌ Cñ~g @*à Zzð» Z 0
yZ „‰X BÌgzZ ,™N Z Cñ~g @*à Zz ð;Š [Z 0

U

H

T

U

ð» Z

{%

ð; Š

ð» Z
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™ U CñkŠÐ ~ yZ ÂñYƒ {Š c*iÐ kŠŠ Z®Å
Å VZñ c*’ X ,Š wZ e Cñq
- Z ~ g @*à Zz } %
X BÉ6, 8 »gzZBÌŠ Z®
8 »gzZGŠ Z®ÅVZñŠŽñ~g @*à Zz} %b§ÏZ 0

Ÿ As soon as they reach ten, replace ten
beads with one bead at hundred's place,
count the remaining beads and write in
notebook
Ÿ Similarly count the beads in hundred
place and write in notebook

X BÉ} %~
!*¦™É~ ]gßÅÝ»Ã 76 gzZ 45 ž}Ð¥ 0
X 3ŠÆ™iÌÐŠæÅÝq

Ÿ Now write the sum vertically and solve
with carrying.
H

T

1

1

U

4

5

+

7

6

1

2

1

Activity 3

}%

ð; Š

1

1

ð» Z

4

5

+

7

6

1

2

1

3

Ÿ Give a paper strip to the students in
groups containing a word problem
related to addition of 2-digit with 2-digit
numbers e.g. Ali and Fatima went to a
festival. Ali bought 12 candies and
Fatima bought 20 candies. How many
candies did they buy altogether?

Ïy2wZÎ Cg „q
- Z 0Ð Ï0
+i {%izg~\z¤
/C
Ù 0
X },™„» ¦ÅŠ Z°Z
ÒÃgzZ ,h
+y
%V1Í 12 ä Z‰ ~‚ÒÃgzZ Z
?,h
+y
%
V1ÍXÀäVâzŠyZ 20ä
X ,™i6, 8 »ÃwZÎ 0

Ÿ Solve the question on the paper.

# Ÿz Å wZÎ{”iž }Ð a q
s
- ZÆ \z¤
/C
Ù 0

Ÿ Ask one student from each group to
present the question assigned to them
and how they solved it.

X}™ÐV”}uzŠ

Activity 4

4

Ÿ Ask the students to solve the problems
given in their text book.

Ãä™i]ÑZÎ b‰ ØŠ ~ [Â ÏgŠ Ð Y C 0
X}

Ÿ Observe their work and guide them
where necessary.

ðÉg Å yZƒ ~gz¢V˜ gzZ ,™ {@x » x »Æ yZ 0

Ÿ Assign some questions to the students
as homework from textbook.

X ,™
X ,™!º6, gîÆx »Æy]ÑZÎ¼ÃY C 0
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Sum up / Conclusion
Discuss that
Ÿ

When we add 2 digit numbers we first add
the units and then the tens.

Ÿ

If units are more than nine we carry the
ten to the tens column.

Ÿ

¦V×;ŠQgzZ V×» Z¬ ~ ¦ÅŠ Z°Z Ïy zŠž

C Ã¥ 0
X Cƒ

X D™ ¦q
- Z~ð;Š Â Yƒ{Š c*iÐ9V×» Z¤
/Z 0
- Z ~ Ý»áZz { %ÂVƒ {Š c*i Ð 10 V×;Š ¤
q
/ Z b§ÏZ 0
X D™ ¦6, gîÆ{ %

Similarly if tens are more than 10 we carry
10 tens to hundred column as one
hundred.
Assessment

,ŠaÆä™iÐŠæ ÅÝq !*¦]ÑZÎsfzgqÃ¥ 0

Ÿ Give some questions (addition with carrying)
to solve e.g. 45+58, 65+76, 74+96 etc.

{)z45+58,65+76,74+96 X

Ÿ Write 2-digits number on paper strips. Ask
students to pick any two strips randomly and
find the sum of both numbers.
Ÿ Give simple word problems of daily life to
solve.

ªVÖ
CzŠ ÏðÃ}Ð¥gzZK6, VdÅ½»Š Z°Z ÏyzŠ 0
X ,™x¥·ù»Š Z°ZgzZ
,ŠÃä™i]ÑZÎy‚WÆ ¦ÐÏ0
+i{%izg 0

Follow up
Assign some addition questions to solve as
homework. e.g.

Ð y{zŽ ,Š nÆä™iwZÎ¼Æ¦ÅŠ Z°Z Ïy zŠÃ¥

Ÿ There are fifty-one trees in the park. Twentysix more trees will be planted this year. How
many trees will be there in all?

+'
h
× }Š7 26 w‚kZX  ñƒÑ }Š7 51 ~ &
+î Z¤
/q
-Z 0

Ÿ Count the match sticks of two match boxes,
add them and write on their notebooks.
Ÿ For a feast mother made roties and naan,at
home, If each guest eat 1 naan in breakfast
and 2 roties and 1 naan in lunch then how
many roties and naans are needed for 10
guests?
Ÿ Ask the students to solve the questions given
in their textbook.

:}X ÑÆ™
ÏñYƒHŠ Z®ÅVzŠ7ÀXÐ

Yñ Î

X K~8»[ZŽgzZ,™ ¦ÃVåŠŽñ~V/â zŠ 0
- Z~¸**y¶C
q
Ù¤
/ Z ñ¯ y**
gzZ V‹zgaÆ]úŠ ä ò Z 0
aÆVâ ¶kŠ Âñ3V‹zggzZy**q
- ZÃPzŠgzZ ñ3y**
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